Case Study: Acadiana Security Plus

Managed video services give dealer a leg up in growing its
commercial business
The Customer
Acadiana Security Plus (ASP), based in Lafayette,
LA, is a long-standing traditional alarm installer
with their own central monitoring station. ASP is
far and away the market leader in the six-parish
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The Solution
Immix CS was the logical choice as the right platform to monitor current and future systems, while offering
the service package that would meet the company’s needs in expanding their commercial offering.
ASP was very fortunate to find Bryan, who was intimately familiar with Immix CS from a previous position
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managing another monitoring center that used it extensively. That made it an easy sell to management

The SureView Immix platform

because the personnel were already in place that could deploy and implement the product as well as train

is enterprise command center

the monitoring staff.

software for private command centers.
Immix integrates multiple systems together and
presents them in an intuitive
Web-based interface for
enhanced situational awareness.
Cloud-based architecture
allows customers to map it to
their organization.
With the largest integration
library in the industry, Immix
supports rapid deployment.
Automates manual processes
to streamline operations,
reducing false alarms and
ensuring only true security
events are addressed.
For more infomration on
Immix, visit us at:
www.sureviewsystems.com.

ASP implemented Immix CS in January of 2017. It
took about one month to get the supervisors and
technical support staff up to speed and about three
months to get all monitoring staff properly trained
and comfortable with all aspects of the platform.
The company runs Immix CS two ways: through
the Bold Manitou platform for all video verification
accounts so as not to disrupt the normal workflow of the dispatchers who are used to handling
traditional alarm accounts, and as a standalone
platform for all remote guarding and interactive
accounts. The company is currently utilizing same
staff for both deployments, but plan to separate
the two platforms and personnel entirely once the
number of monitored accounts allows for economy of scale to do so.
Immix’s unparalled integration library allows operators to work with many different video systems into
one easy to use interface. Devices are integrated using a standard methodology that normalizes response
protocols in the monitoring center, regardless of the device in the field, thus making operations faster and
more efficient. It also centralized ASP’s IT resources, reducing their capital expenditures by not having to
deploy multiple servers specific to standalone VMS or other systems.
To get started from a sales perspective, ASP began selling simple services such as health checks and eCare
alerts as mandatory add-ons to accounts to maintain the integrity of a customer’s security system. The
sales staff was quickly educated on the new service offerings through a full-scale sales training program to
help them better understand the concepts, value-adds and mindset change required to selling video RMR
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services at much higher prices than traditional alarm RMR. The company developed a competitive compensation plan and quota to incentivize commercial sales staff to sell the services Immix CS enables and combined this with a strategic sales plan to target specific vertical applications with proven value advantages
for video monitoring and managed services. These specifically included:

•

Automotive

•

Financial

•

Pharmacy

•

Mercantile/Retail

•

Utilities/Oil & Gas

•

Public Parks

•

Subdivisions (gates)

The Results
After just one year with Immix CS in place, ASP has added more than 50 video monitoring accounts solely
through direct sales (the company does not currently offer a wholesale service or VAR program). Those
sales have added more than $8k in commercial RMR through video monitoring and managed services.
Commercial sales now account for 53% of the company’s revenue, whereas the previous year it only accounted for 44%. By EOY 2018, the company expects the revenue split to be 60/40 in favor of commercial
– this from the market leader in residential alarm sales.
“The addition of Immix has been a tremendous benefit to our business,” said Schexnider. “It has truly
opened up new verticals for us, enabled us to sell more high-end, feature-rich products whereas our competition is typically selling lower-end hardware. We have been able to achieve much better cash flow due
to the higher margins on video products and RMR services and we feel like we are just getting started.”
Of the target markets they set out to tackle, they have seen at least some level of success in each.
ASP was able to secure a contract with the largest regional automotive conglomerate to secure multiple
dealerships through video analytic monitoring and talk-down to the tune of several thousands of dollars
a month in RMR. The solution has resulted in several arrests and theft or damage preventions at those
customer sites.
The company targeted the financial vertical (banks/credit unions) by offering a video escort service for
opening and closing procedures when situations do not allow for at least two people to be present to perform those tasks.
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The ASP video team also developed a special product and service package for pharmacies to better protect
their Schedule-4 narcotic storage rooms through video verification.
The company is also securing several sites for both electric utility providers, as well as oil and gas entities,
including their largest account to date with 37 IP cameras running advanced video analytics in a campus
environment.
ASP is securing a local public park after hours using analytics to deter drug deals and graffiti monitoring and
have already made several arrests.
To provide peace of mind to retailers, ASP offers a safe supervision service which they are currently providing to some local jewelers in conjunction with hold-up response in those environments.
Finally, the company is also working on a special project with the US Secret Service for a unique, but confidential video monitoring solution. An arrest was made in the first few days after deployment of this solution and has thus led to expansion of the project nationwide and is generating RMR on both the monitoring
as well as the rental of the equipment designed for the solution.
The Summary
In an industry that is often resistant to change, particularly migrating away from a model that has been successful for so long, ASP proved it can be done with the right intentions, tools, attitude and strategy. Making
the commitment to build a video monitoring program and implement the Immix CS product elevated the
company’s capabilities, as well as the perception of the company among key target verticals and resulted
in stunning success in a very short time. The sky is the limit as ASP continues to grow, evolve and fine tune
their offerings and capabilities.
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